COLOR YOUR HAIR

1. Choose sticker that fits nail width.
2. Place sticker at cuticle and lay out on nail.
3. Smooth down sticker and press firmly over nail.
5. To remove nail sticker just peel off.
6. File off the excess.

NAIL APPLIQUES

NAIL POLISH

Paint nails and let dry.

Wash and dry hands thoroughly.

Use comb to smooth out color.

Blend or add color.

Stain advisory: May stick to or stain fabric, wood or carpet.

CAUTION:
Patch test for sensitivity first. Do not use on broken or irritated skin. If irritation occurs, discontinue use. Use only on clean, dry nails. Do not use on damaged nails. Do not ingest.

WARNING:
Rinse eyes immediately if product comes into contact with them. Use under adult supervision. Use in a well-ventilated area.

COLOR YOUR HAIR

Color comes out with shampoo!

Apply pens to dry hair.

Blend or add color.

Stain advisory: May stick to or stain fabric, wood or carpet.

CAUTION:
Patch test for sensitivity on hidden area first. Discontinue use if irritation occurs.

WARNING:
Do not use in the eye area or on lips. Rinse eyes immediately if product comes into contact with them. Use under adult supervision.

ATTENTION:
Effectuez d'abord un test cutané en cas de réaction. Discontinuer l'usage si une irritation se produit. Utilisez seulement sur des ongles propres et secs. Ne pas utiliser sur des ongles abîmés. Ne pas ingérer.

STITCHED NECKLACE & RING

Thread the needle with 30" of colored string with a color you like. Use the ruler on the back of instruction sheet.

1. 4" tail
2. 4" tail on the back side of the charm.
3. Flip over
4. To switch to another color thread, finish off the first color by tying the 2 tail ends together.
5. Use the 20" cord to make necklace.
6. Stitching following steps above. Glue the needle thread to the right position. Stitch ring following steps above. Glue the needle thread to the right position.

Note: If the necklace cord is too short to pull over your head, tie knots on both ends. Attach the lobster closure to one end.

MATERIALS:
- Colored string
- Needle
- Ruler
- Scissors

Stitch and leave a 4" tail on the back side of the charm.

Thread the string in on x shape.

Continue threading the string in x shape.

Switch up and down to achieve this design.

Thread ring following steps above. Glue the Needle thread to the right position.
**BEADED NECKLACE**

1. Using 20” of elastic string, thread your needle.
2. Double knot A B
3. String beads for your necklace.
4. Adding jump ring to tassel.
5. Double knot ends.
6. Use remaining elastic for earrings.
7. Double knot again.
8. Tie knot

**EARRINGS**

1. Double knot

**BANGLES**

1. Double knot the end and leave a 2” tail.
2. Note: It takes 19” to wrap approx a 0.5” section.
3. Make a loop. Loop the thread through. Repeat.
4. To change color, double knot the end.
5. Pick another color and repeat 2 - 4.
6. Double knot the ends, then trim.

**FAUX LEATHER CUFF**

1. Double knot

**HEADBAND**

1. Take all 3 cords, tie a knot leaving 10” on one end.
2. Tape the one end down and begin braiding.
3. Tie knot
4. Add the wooden beads to all 3 ends.
5. To add feather, push the end carefully through the bead then tie knot at the end of cord.
6. Braiding until you have 10” at the other end.

**Inch**
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